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Abstract

Biases due to measurement errors in structural equation models

of the intergenerationa1 transmission of socioeconomic status were

assessed by estimating unobserved variable models with data from the

remeasurement program of the 1973 Occupational Changes in a Generation-II

survey. We found persuasive evidence that reports of social background

and achievement variables by nonb1ack males are subject to strictly

random errors, while reports of black males appear subject to significant

nonrandom error. When meRsurement errors are .ignored for nonb1acks,

occupational returns to schooling are underestimated by about 15 percent,

the effects of some background variables are underestimated by as much

as 22 percent, and variation in socioeconomic achievements not attributable

to education or social origins is underestimated by as much as 27 percent.

Biases appear to be substantially greater for nonb1acks. Consequently,

ignoring measurement error exaggerates racial differences in returns to

.schoo1ing and occupational inequality not attributable to social origins.



RESPONSE ERRORS OF BLACK AND NONBLACK MALES

IN MODELS OF STATUS INHERITANCE AND-MOBILITY

Structural equation models have provided the foundation for research

in social stratification for nearly a decade [Blau and Duncan, 1967; Duncan,

Featherman and Duncan, 1972; Sewell and Hauser, 1975]. These models specify

socioeconomic statuses as functions of social origins and intervening events

and achievements. With the cumulation of data and findings, researchers have'

become increasingly concerned with precision .and validity in measurement

and parameter estimation. Some types of measurement error have been in~

corporated into substantive analyses of the achievement process using

structural equation models that include unobserved variables· [Siegel'and

Hodge,1968; Jencks et al.·, 1972; Bowles, 1972; Bowles and Nelson, 19.74;

Bowles and Gintis, 1976; Mason et al., 1976; Treim,an and Hauser, 1976].

Precision is not the central issue in the treatment of measurement

error and data quality in socioeconomic achievement' models. Incorrect

specification of measurement error (e.g., ignoring it) can result in

systematic bias in parameter estimates. The size and importance of such

biases remain points of controversy. Jencks et al. conclude that "random

measurement error is of 'relatively little importance in research of the

kind described here" [1972: 336] • Bowles' [1972: S222.] asse1;"ts that "social

class background is considerably more important as a determinant of both

educational attainment and ec.onomic success than has been indicated in

recent analogous statistical treatments by Duncan and others." Bowles

argues that retrospective reports of parental statuses are much less re

liable than respondents' r~ports of their own attainments and that the

effects of origin variables are consequently underestimated.

-1-
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Patterns of response error have been built into models of the achieve-

ment process by obtaining multiple indicators of background and achievement

variables and specifying models in which the covariation among the indicators

is generated by unobserved "true scores." Figure 1 presents a path diagram

of such a model with two measures of each of four variables. Themodel

specifies that the jth measure of the ith variable, x .. , is generated by
~J

the true score of that variable, Ti , plus a response error, e .. , that is
~J

independent of T.• That is, the measurement structure is
~

xij = Aij Ti + eij , (i = 1, ••• ,4; j = 1,2). (1.1)

The model also specifies a fully recursive causal structure among the

true scores:

(2.1)

(2.2)

The method most often used to estimate the parameters of such models has

been first, to estimate (or borrow) the parameters of the error structure,

second, to estimate the covariance matrix of true scores, and then to

estimate the structural coefficients .relating the true scores.

To complete the model, the pattern of covariation among response

errors must be specified. When multiple responses are obtained from the

same individuals, three types of covariation among response errors appear

particularly plausible. First, response errors in the report of a vari-

able may covary with the respondent's true score on that variable. For

example, individuals of high status may tend to understate their status

while those of low status overstate their status. The implication for

the measurement structure would be a nonunit slope of the population
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FIGURE 1 -- A fully recursive structural equation model with measurement errors.
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regression relating the observed measure, ~ .. , to the true score, T.• This
1J 1

type of correlated error is captured by the slope coefficient, A.. , while
1J

maintaining the lack of correlation between T. and e... A second source of
1 1J

covariation in response error would be a tendency for respondents to over-

state the consistency between different variables ascertained on a single

occasion. This "within-occasion/between-variable correlated error "is

represented in Figure 1 by the dotted lines showing correlations among the

eil and ei2 , for' i = 1, ••• , 4. A third source of correlated

response error would be contamination of the respondent's second report of

a given variable by his recollection of the earlier report of that variable.

This "within-variable/between-occasion correlated error" is represented in

Figure 1 by correlations among pairs of response errors, eil and ei2 , for

i = 1, ••• , 4.

Unfortunately, attempts to apply models like that in Figure 1 to the

achievement process have been limited by a lack of appropriate data, by

inadequate specifications, and by crude estimation procedures. Siegel and

Hodge [1968], Jencks et ale t1972] , Bowles and Nelson [1974], and Treiman

and Hauser [1976] relied on between-occasion correlations of educational

attainment, occupational status, and income computed from census tabulations.

To these data, Bowles [1972; Bowles and Nelson,1974] added findings from

matched census and retrospective reports, which were obtained for part of

the Chicago pretest sample of the 1962 Occupational Changes in a Generation

(OCG) Survey [Blau and Duncan, 1967:457-462]. However, none of these data

included covariances of measures of different variables ascertained on

different occasions, i.e., no correlations between ~ij and Xi'j" where
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i =f i '. and j =f j', were obtained. This lack of complete covariance in~

formation precluded estimation of correlated errors, and thus the resulting

estimates were dependent upon untestable assumptions. Further, these re-

searchers had to rely on tenuous assumptions about relationships between

reporting errors in censuses and in other social surveys.

Bowles [197Z'] specified within-variable correlated error in his models,

but assumed an arbitrary value for these correlations, e.g., p = .5,e
il

ei2
rather than estimating them. The size of the error correlations is important,

because ignoring positive within-variable correlated errors decreases

estimated true score correlations while positive within-occasion correlated

errors have the opposite effect. Bowles did not have enough information to

identify either within-variable or within-occasion correlated error-~it

seems arbitrary that he specified a high level of correlation among errors

between measurement occasions, but no such correlations within a single

occasion. That is, Bowles' assumptions guaranteed he would.obtain upper~

bound estimates of intergenerational true score correlations.

The specification of models with variables in standard deviation units

rather than in their natural metric has resulted in additional problems

in the research of Bowles, Treiman and Hauser, Jencks et al., and Siegel

and Hodge. Data quality assumptions stated in terms of error variances by

Bowles and by Siegel and Hodge have been implemented in terms of standardized

parameters. Yet these assumptions are not invariant to standardization.

Moreover, the identifying information implied by unit slope coefficients

in the measurement equations is lost under standardization. In addition,

standardized measurement parameters (reliability coefficients) have been

applied to heterogeneous populations [Bowles, 1972; Kalleberg, 1974;
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Treiman and Hauser" 1976; Jencks et a1.., 1972; Featherman, l~rn; Kelley",

1973] but the unstandardized parameters (error variances) are more likely

to be invariant [Wiley and Wiley,. 19701. Finally, measurement parameters

have been applied across studies where measurement techniques as well as

populations differ. For example, Siegel and Hodge recognized differences

in the quality of census and CPS (Current Population Survey) measurement

procedures, but such differences have not always been considered in the

"borrowing" of reliability coefficients.

In summary, while strong statements about the effects of measurement

error can be found in the existing literature, these statements have been

based on inadequate data and models. The issues have been well stated.

Failure to incorporate response error structures into models of the achieve

ment process may lead to underestimates of the effects of social background

on schooling and achievement, or to overestimates of the effects of schooling

on later achievements. Without estimates based upon more comprehensive data

and a less restricted specification of error structures, we can accept

neither the positions of Jencks et ala [1972] and Siegel and Hodge [1968]

that the biases are negligible, nor the position of Bowles r1972] that they

are substantial.

1973 OCG Data

Data from the remeasurement program of the 1973 Occupational Changes

in"a Generation-II study allow us to estimate and test less restrictive

models of response error and to assess the effects of plausible error

structures on parameters of the achievement process. The 1973 OCG study

[Featherman and Hauser, 1975] was designed to achieve a strict replication

of .the 1962 study conducted by Blau and Duncan [1967]. "The 1973 survey,
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executed in conjunction with the March 1973 Current Population Survey,

represents approximately 53 mi1Jion males in the civilian noninstitutional

population between the ages of 20 and 65 in March 1973. Educational and

labor-force data were obtained from the March 1973 CPS household interviews.

In about three-fourths of the cases the CPS respondent was the spouse of

the designated male. These data were supplemented in the fall of 1973 with

social background and occupational career data from the mai1out-mai1back

OCG questionnaire (OCGQ). In. about three~fourths of these cases the OCGQ

respondent was the designated male. Responses to OCGQ were obtained from

this. ·questionnaire or subsequent telephone or personal follow-ups for more

than 27,000 members of the experienced civilian labor force., The overall

response rate was greater than 88 percent. A random subsamp1e of about 1,000

OCGQ respondents (600 nonb1acks and 400 blacks) was selected for inclusion

in the OCG remeasurement program (OCGR). Approximately three weeks after

the mail return of their OCG questionnaires, telephone (and in a few cases

personal) interviews were conducted with these respondents to obtain a

second report of selected items on the OCG questionnaire.

Table 1 shows which variables were measured on each of the three

occasions-~CPS~ OCGQ, .and OCGR. Educational attainment (x43), current

(March) occupation (x
63

), and age of the designated male (AGE) were

ascertained in the March CPS interview. Reports of the three social

background variab1es--father's (or other head of household's) occupation

(x
11

), father's (or other head of household's) educational attainment (x21),

and parental family income (x
31

)--were obtained from the fall OCG question

naire. Also, the fall questionnaire ascertained a man's first full-time,

civilian job after completing schooling (XSl) and a second measurement of



TABLE 1 -- Timing of measurements in the 1973 CPS and OCG surveys.

5. Occupational status of first job after
completing schooling (01)

6. Current occupational status (March or x63
fall) (0C)

7. Age AGE, AGE2

Variable

1. Father's occupational status (Fa)

2. Father's educational attainment (FE)

3. Parental income (PI)

4. Educational attainment (ED)

March 1973 CPS
household inter
view

(CPS)

X43

Measurement

Fall 1973 OCG Fall 1973 OeG re-
questionnaire measurement inter-

view
(OCGQ) (OCGR)

x1l x12

x2l x22

x31 x32

x4l
x42

x5l x52
00-

x62
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educational attainment (x41 ). Thus, the CPS and OCGQ measurements

provide two reports of educational attainment and one report of six other

variables for each male in the full CPS-OCGQ sample. (The second measure-

ment of ED was not intended to supplant the CPS item t but rather to improve

the respondent's recall of the timing of schooling and labor force entry.)

Within the OCGR subsamp1e, each of the variables except age was remeasured.

For technical reasons we were not able to ascertain March 1973 occupation

in the OCGR interviews t therefore, we obtained a report of current (Fall

1973) occupation (x62 ). While some job mobility occurred between the spring

spring and fall surveys, we disregard it here on the argument that occupa-

tional status changes were negligible over the six- or seven-month period.

Consequently, our estimates of unreliability in the reporting of current

occupational status include effects of job mobility as well as response

error. In summary, for OCGR respondents we have two measures of each of

the social background variables (FO, FE t and PI), thr:.ee reports of educa-

tional attainment (ED), two reports of both first and current occupation

(01 and OC), and a single report of age (AGE).

Each of the occupation reports was scaled using Duncan SEI scores for

detailed 1960 Census occupation, industry, and class of worker categories

[Duncan,196l] •. Thus, our estimates of the quaiity of occupation reports do

not pertain to a description of occupations per se, but ,rather to a particular

transformation of detailed job descriptions into a status metric [Featherman

and Hauser, 1973]. Educational attainment is coded in exact years of

schooling completed, and parental income is coded as the logarithm of price

adjusted do11ars.
l

Age is expressed in years divided by ten, and a quadratic

2age variable, AGE2, is defined as (years-40) /10.
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ModelSp~ci£icAtion

Our strategy is to specify and estimate measurement models separately

for the 578 nonblacks and 348 blacks of the remeasurement (OCGR) subsamples

and then apply the estimated measurement models to the full CPS~OCGQ

samples of 25,223 nonblacks and 2,020 blacks. ln this way we estimate

substantive parameters in the full samples that have been corrected for

response error. It is instructive to compare the corrected estimates with

naive estimates for the fUll samples, i. e., estimates assuming perfect

measurement. After e:xaminingthe biases in the naive estimates due to

measurement error for nonblacks and blacks, We assess the. implications

of these biases for detecting r adal differences in the stratification

process.

Our structural model is presented in the 'path diagram of Figure 2.
2

The variables enclosed in bo:xes, FO, FB, Pl, ED, 91, and OC are unobserved

true scores. Linear and quadratic age terms, AGE and AGE2 are assumed

to be measured without error in the CPS interviews. The term :xij ' r~fe~s

to the jth report of the ith variable, as indicated in Table 1.

The substantive portion of Figure 2 is a fully recursive model among

true scores, represented by the following structural equations:

ED = ~l + e1(AGE) + S2(AGE2) + e3(FO) + e4(FE) +

e5(Pl) + ul '

01 - ~2 + e6 (AGE) + S7(AGE2) + S8(FO) + Sg(FE) +

SlO(PI) + ell (ED) + u2 '

OC = ~3·+ S12 (AGE) + S13 (AGE2) + el4 (FO) +

SlS(FB) + S16(PI) + Bl7 (ED) + S18(Ol) + u3 '

(3.1)

(3.3)
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FIGURE 2 -- A structural equatipn model ·of the stratification process with measurement errors
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where the disturbances are independent of each other and of the e~planatory

variables in their respective equations. These substantive equations will

be just~identified in terms of the true score variances and covariances.

Thus, the fully recursive structure does not constrain estimates of para

meters of the measurement model.

In algebraic form, the measurement portion of Figure 2 is

~11 = A11(FO) + ell

~12 A12 (FO) + e12

~21 A21 (FE) + e21

x 22 = A22 (FE) + e22

x 31 = A31 (PI) + e31

x32 = A32 (PI) + e32

x41 = A41 (ED) + e41

x 42 = A42 (ED) + e42

x 43 = A43 (ED) + e43

xS1 = AS1 (Ol) + eS1

xS2 = AS2 (Ol) + eS2

x62 = A62 (OC) + e62

x63 = A63 (OC) + e63 •

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

(4.4c)

(4. Sa)

(4.Sb)

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

The model allows both within-occasion and within-variable correlated response

error. Response errors of reports obtained from the fall OCG questionnaire,

ell' e 21 , e
31

, e41 , e52 and e
51

may be intercorre1ated, as may be errors

of reports obtained from the fall OCG telephone remeasurement interview,

e12 , e 22 , e32 , e
42

, e52 and e62 and the errors of the two reports obtained

from the March CPS household interview, e
43

and e
63

o. We allow within-variable
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correlated errors in the reports of variables obtained from the fall OCG

questionnaire and the fall OCG telephone remeasurement interview, that is,

correlations between ei1 and ei2 for i = 1, • • • ,5. It seems plausible

that recall contamination might occur in these responses, obtained an

average of 24 days apart. However, we assume that such contamination does

not occur between the March CPS reports and the fall OCG reports of educa-

tiona1 attainment and occupational status. These were obtained more than

five months apart, and from different respondents in about 70 percent of

the cases •

.We establish a metric for the true scores by fixing A11 ·= A21 = A31 =

A
43

= A
S1

= A63 = 1.0. That is, we fix the metric of the true scores to

be the same as that of the observed reports that are·used in models for

the full CPS-OCGQ sample. The metrics of FO, FE,~,-and 01 are identical

to those of the corresponding OCGQ reports, and the CPS reports define the

metrics for ED and OC. A normalization of this kind is necessary because

the metric of an unobserved variable is arbitrary, and consequently the

slope coeff~cients with respect to indicators are identifiable only relative

to each other. For example, given our normalization, a coefficient, Ai2 ,

! greater (or smaller) than unity, indicates a.conditional expectation slope of

the OCGR report on the true score which is steeper (flatter) than the slope

of the OCGQ report on the true score. However, the absolute values of the

1 . d . 3two s opes are ~n eterm~nate.

our models.

This normalization is imposed upon all of

Our measurement models are all based on equations 4 and differ only

in the specification of the covariances among the eij and the restrictions

imposed upon the A•.• Our most restrictive specification, Model A, (see
~J

Table 4) permits only random measurement errors,so the e .. are assumed to
~J
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be mutually uncorrelated. It corresponds to the random measurement error

models of Siegel and Hodge [1968:51-52], Jencks et al. [1972:330-336].

Treiman and Hauser [1976], and the one implicitly used by other researchers

applying "corrections for attenuation" [cf., Bohrnstedt, 1970]. Thus, in

MOdel A the 91 variances and covariances among the thirteen reports (ignoring

age) are to be reproduced by 41 free parameters: 7 slope coefficients, 13

error variances, 6 true score variances, and 15 true score covariances.

After assessing Model A, we consider more complex measurement models.

Model B corresponds to the model specified by Bowles [1972]. It differs

from Model A only in that within-variable error correlations (p for iei1 ,ei2
= 1, ••• ,·5) are fixed to be 0~5 instead of fixed to be zero. Model C allows

both within-variable and within-occasion correlations. To identify these

additional parameters, we must impose some other constraints. Within-

occasion correlated errors are constrained to be equal when they involve

the same pair of variables. That is, we have 10 constraints of the form

and also,

The other four within-occasion correlated errors, P . (i = 1, 2, 3, 5)e i2e 62
are constrained~ The availability of a third (CPS) measure of education,

x
43

, with an error component, e
43

, uncorre1ated with the error components

of the OCGQ and OCGR measures identifies the within-variable error correla-

tion, p We shall' assume that within-variable error correlation be-
e4le42

tween OCGQ and OCGR reports of ot'her variables e~ists to the same degree

that it can be detected in the education reports. That is, we constrain
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the within-variable error correlations to be equal across the five vari-

abIes measured both in the OCG questionnaire and theremeasurement inter-

views, and "show,

p =p = ••• =p •
elle12 e2l e22 eSle S2

Model C adds 16 free parameters for the measurement error correlations--

one for the within-variable correlation, and IS for the within-occasion

correlations.

We estimate other models but these are variations of Models A, B, and

C. Then we take the most appropriate or best fitting model, and reestililate

it "after eliminating statistically and substantively insignificant co-

efficients at:ld constraining to unity those estimated slope coefficients

that appear statistically indistinguishable from "1.0.

The measurement model parameter estimates for the nonblack and black

OCGR subsamples provide true score variance-covariance matrices from which

we could solve for the substantive parameters of equations 3. However,we

can obtain more stable estimates of the substantive parameters by using the

measureme~t error variances and error correlations from the OCGR subsamples

to correct "the observed variance-covariance matrices for the full CPS-OCGQ

samples. In doing so, we assume "that our OCGR-based estimates.of equations

4.1a, 4.2a, 4.3a, 4.4c, 405a, and 4.6b apply to the CPS reports of ED and

OC, and apply to the OCGQ reports of FO, FE, PI, and 01 in the full CPS

OCGQ samples of nonblacks and blacks. 4 We can then compare, for each racial

group, substantive parameters estimated from the corrected and uncorrected

full sample variance-covariance matriceso S
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Estimation of Measurement Models

Assuming the joint distribution of the thirteen reports of status

variables is multivariate normal, we obtain maximum. likelihood estimates of

parameters of the l3-equation measurement model using JBreskog's [1970]

"general method for the analysis of covariance structures." The estimates

have been computed from pair-wise. present correlations for.nonblack and black

males 20 to 65 years old in the experienced civilian labor force in March

1973.
6

The correlations among the thirteen reports are given in Tables 2

-and 3 and means and. standard deviations appear in the first two columns of

Tables 5 and 6. It appears that there is a slight tend~ncy for respondents

to report higher statuses in the remeasurement telephone interviews. While

this may indicate a social desirability effect in the interview situation

that is not elicited by the questionnaire [Couch and Keniston, 1960; Campbell,

Siegman, and Rees, 1967] it may also 'be, due in part to lower-response rates for

some items among lower-status persons in the telephone interview. There is

a InOT'" I'T'onounced tendency fnr the OCGR items to vary less than the same OCGQ

items. Thus, we might expect to find smaller error variances in the OCGR

items.

Goodness-of-fit tests for the various measurement models are reported

in Table 4. The likelihood-ratio test statistic contrasts the null hypothesis

that constraints on the observed variance-covariance matrix are satisfied

in the population with the alternative that the variance-covariance matrix

is unrestricted. In large samples, this statistic has a chi-square distri

bution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference between the number

of variances and covariances and the number of independent parameters esti

mated under the hypothesized model. Moreover, when two measurement modelA



tABLE 2 -- Observed correlations among status variables: OCGR subsamp1e of nonb1ack males in the
experienced civilian labor force, Harch 1973 (N = 578)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variable x11 x12 x21 x
22 ~31 x32 x41 x42 x

43 x51 x52 x62 x63

1- FO x11
x12 .869

2. FE x
Z1

.585 .589

x22 .597 a599 .939"

3. PI x31 .422 .437 .477 .467

.426 .450 .486 .478 .913 ~x32 -- .......

4. ED x41
.428 .430 .448 .445 .426 .439

x42
~445 .443 .483 .492 .485 .502 .838

x
43

.419 .419 .467 .467 .486 .501 .801 .• 921

5. 01 x
51

.398 .410 .290 .30q •:370 .358 .581 .644 .63T

x·
52

.409 .409 .325 .32Z .363 .348 .578 .642 .631 .847

6. OC x62 .340 .369 .280 .284 .291 .296 .5p4 .563 .534 .585 .599

x63 .364 .390 .291 .308 .307 .301 .519 .603 .566 .618 .620 .797

NOTE: See Table 1 for definitions of variables,



TABLE 3 -- Observed correlations among status variables: OCGR subsamp1e of black males in the experienced
civilian labor force, March 1973 (N = 348)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Variable xlI . x12 x21 x22 x31 x32 x41 x42 x43 x51 x52 x62 x63

l. Fa xlI
X12 .639

2. FE x21
.442 .508

x22 .437 .531 .916

3. PI x3l
.207 .266 .320 .353

.271 .367 .361 .363 .841 I-'x
32

-- 00

4. ED x41 .137 .238 .398 .384 .419 .450

x42 .159 .247 .398 .401 .374 .414 .914

x
43

.168 .239 .393 .371 .390 .369 .815 .870

5. 01 x51 .295 .271 .281 .262 .267 .280 .481 .475 .476

xS2 .182 .265 .269 .254 .252 .328 .454 .498 .464 .771

6. DC x62
.230 .297 .321 .309 .281 .297 .491 .511 .510 .500 .537

x
63

.169 .327 .335 .342 .269 .316 .520 .540 .516 .517 .537 .724

NOTE: See Table 1 for definitions of variables.
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TABLE 4 -- Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests for measurement models:
nonblack and black males in the experienced civilian labor
force, March 1973

Nonblacks (N=578) Blacks (N=348)

Model

A. Random measurement
error -- no constrained
slopes

B. "Bowles" Model -
Within variable corre
lated error fixed at
0.5

C. Within-occasion and
within-variable corre
lated error

D. Within-occasion corre
.lated error

E. Within-variable corre
lated error

F. Random measurement
error -- constrained
slopes (final nonblack
model)

G. Some within-occasion
and fixed within
variable correlated
error

H. Some within-occasion,
fixed within-variable
correlated error and
constrained slopes
(final black model)

43.82

81.61

31.06

31.95

43.28

45.27

df

50

50

34

35

49

55

p

.718

.003

.612

.616

.703

.822

130.64

129.36

70.92

74.43

128.32

83.56

84.25

df

50

50

34

35

49

46

48

p

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

.001

NOTE: Maximum likelihood estimates were computed with the ACOVSF program
described in Joreskog, Gruvaeus and van Thil10 [1970].
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are "nested," that is, when one model can be obtained by constraining the

parameters of a more general model, the difference in chi-square values

provides a likelihood-ratio test of the constrained parameters.

Measurement Models: Nonblacks

Goodness-of-fit tests of measurement models for nonblacks appear in

the first three columns of Table 4. Model A, the random measurement error

model, fits remarkably well (p = .718). In contrast, the "Bowles" model,

Model B, differing only in that within-variable correlated error is fixed

at 0.5 instead of zero, fits poorly (p = .003)0 Model C adds the 16

parameters for within-occasion and within-variable correlated error to

the random measurement error model, but the fit does not significantly

improve over Model A. The difference in chi-square values of 12.8 with

16 degrees of freedom is not statistically significant (compare lines A

and C).

Lines D and E of Table 4, respectively, pertain to models with within

occasion correlated error, but no within-variable correlated error, and vice

versa. Contrasting line D with line C, we see that the chi-square value for

the within-variable correlated error parameter is not statistically signifi

cant. Comparing lines E and C, the chi-square value for the within-occasion

correlated error parameters is 12.22 with 15 degrees of freedom, which is

again less than its expected value on the null hypothesis. The point esti

mate of within-variable correlated error is 0.1 with an approximate standard

error of 0.1 (not shown in the table). The largest point estimate of

within-occasion correlated error is 0.07 with an approximate standard error

of 0.07. Thus, neither in a global test, in separate tests for within-
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occasion and within-variable error correlations, nor in our examination of

the several estimated within-occasion error correlations, do we find sub-

stantial evidence of correlated error.

The evidence that reporting errors are random for nonblack men is

almost, but not quite, complete. Model F, the final measurement model, was

constructed by imposing unit slopes on those free Aij that were within ap

proximately one standard error of 1.0. Under Model A there were seven free

slope parameters (Aij ), but only the estimates of A62 , A
4l

, and A42 were

significantly different from 1.0. Further, the latter two estimated did

not differ significantly from one another. Thus, in Model F we estimate

only two free nonunit slope parameters, A
41

= A
42

and A
62

• The five add

itional constraints in Model F raise chi-square by only 1.45 relative to

Model A, and thus the 36 free parameters of Model F (2 slope coefficients,

13 error variances, 6 true-score yariances, 15 true score covariances)

provide a quite good representation of the 91 variances and covariances of

the observed reports (X
2 = 45.27 with 55 df; P = .822).

Parameter estimates for this final measurement model for .nonblacks

appear in columns 3 through 5 of Table 5. Several features of these esti

mates are noteworthy. The OCGR interview reports, uniformly have smaller

error variances than the OCGQ questionnaire reports. The three variables

measured in the Duncan SEI metric FO, 01, and OC have error standard

deviations ranging from 8 to 12, with those for FO and 01 somewhat smaller

than those for OC. The reason may be that the retrospective reports are

less detailed, or respondents may be ignoring transient components of their

fathers', and their own first occupations which are not ignored in des

cribing their own current occupations. The error standard deviation of



TABLE 5 - Observed moments and measurement 'model parameter estimates: nonblack males in the experienced civilian labor force,
March 1973 (N = 578)

Variable

(1) . (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

True

T
i

Observed

X
ij

Mean

~ij

I

Observed
Std. Dev.

ax
ij

Std. Dev.
of Errora

ae
ij

Std. Dev.
of True
Score

aT
i

RelativeaSlope

A
ij

ReliabilitYbCoefficient

(a 2 la2
) A2

T
i

X
ij

ij

Test-Retest
Correlations

p.. x
~il' i2

Coding Re
liability

P
x il ,xil '

Percent
of Cases
with Data
Present

2.71

1.

2.

3.

4.

FO

FE

:PI

ED

Xu
x
12

X?l
x22
X31
'~32

x41x42x
43

32.96
33.62

8.97
8.96

3.78
3.81

11.98
12.12
12.18

24.27
23.73

4.19
4.14

0.41
0.39

3.42
2.93
2.87

9.37 (.54) 22.37
7.97 (.59)

1.12 (.09) 4.04
0.93 (.10)

0.14 (.01) 0.38
0.09 (.01)

1. 78 (.06)
0.61 (.06)
0.97 (.04)

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.06 (.02)
1.06 (.02)
1.00

.85

.89

.93

.95

.86

.95

.70

.96

.89

.87

.94

.91

.84c

.94

.99

.99

.95

96
95

95
94

89
90

93
94

100
e

N
N

9.86 (.52) 22.47
9.26 (.54)

5.

6.

01

oc

xSl
x

S2

x62x63

34.61
32.10

39.57
41.34

24.71
24.15

24.81
25.21

12.25 (.65)
10.08 (.80)

23.11

1.00
1.00

0.93 (.04)
1.00

.87

.87

.76

.84

.85

.80d

.94 89
94

100e
100e

aStandard errors of parameter estimates appear in parentheses.

bThese coefficients are squared "validity coefficients." They have approximate standard errors on the order of 0.03.

cp = .80, P = .92.x41,x43
x

42
,x

43

dThis quantity is p , the correlation bet~veen SEl scores of reports of March 1973 occupation and Fall 1973 occupation.x62 ,x
63

~ssing values have been allocated for NA cases.
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the OCGQ report of Educational Attainment is anomalously large, nearly

three times that obtained with the same item in the OCGR telephone inter

view. The two interview reports of education, OCGR and CPS are clearly

superior to the questionnaire report.

As noted above, only two slope coefficients depart from the normalized

value of 1.0. The CPS household interview report of educational attainment

has a flatter slope than the other two reports, while the CPS report of

uccupationa1 status has a steeper slope than the OCGR telephone interview

report. Reliability coefficients (the squared true score-observed score

correlations estimated from the measurement model) appear in column 6. It

is· striking that retrospective reports of social background variables are no

less reliable than contemporaneous reports of status variables.

Correlations between the first and second reports of each of the

variables appear in column 7. These observed "test-retest" correlations

correspond to the reliability coefficients that would be obtained under a

classical test theory model with congeneric forms in the measurement of

each variable. For most variables these correlations ate close to the mean

of the estimated reliability coefficients of the indicators presented in

column 6.

Column 8 presents external evidence of data quality for nonb1acks:

correlations between two independent codings of the OCGQ questionnaire

responses for the variables FO, FE, PI, ED and 01. (The Bureau of the Census

recodedOCG questionnaire responses after they were transcribed to telephone

interview forms •. Te1ephone interviewers used the transcribed responses to

reconcile discrepancies after a second report was obtained.) These corre1a-.

tions reflect unreliability due to transcription, coding and keypunching
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error, but are free of unreliability due to response error. Thus, they

provide an upper bound·to the re1iabi1ities attainable from the OCG question

naire. We find very little coding unreliability in the precoded FE and PI

variables. The coding reliability is .94 for FO and 01, which were coded

into detailed Census codes from questions on occupation, industry, and class

of worker and then transformed into the status metric. The correlation

between codings of the education item in the OCG questionnaire is an un

usually low .95. Thus, the relatively high error variance of the OCG

questionnaire report on education may be due to unusually high coding or

keypunch errors for that item.

Measurement Models: Blacks

Examining the fit of measurement models for blacks in Table 4, we

encounter a notable lack of fit, compared to models estimated for nonb1acks.

Indeed, at conventional levels of statistical significance, we can reject

all of our measurement models. Nevertheless, we can compare the fit of

other models relative to the random measurement error model. Model B, the

"Bowles" model, provides a negligibly better fit than the random error

model. However, Model C adds 16 free correlated error parameters to

the random error model, and reduces the chi-square value by about 45 per

cent, from 130.64 to 70.92. Furthermore, most of this improvement is at

tributable to the within-occasion correlated error, seen by comparing lines

A and D. It is difficult to choose between Model D and Model C. Statis

tically, the improvement in fit from adding the within-variable error

correlations to the within-occasion error correlations is minimal (X 2 =

74.34 - 70.92 = 3.51 with 1 df, 0.05 < p < 0.10). Substantive:).y, the
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estimated within-variable error correlation is quite large, 0.44. In the

absence of within-variable correlated errors, the largest within-occasion

correlated errors are estimated to be about 0.2. In the presence of within

variable correlated errors the within-occasion error correlations fall

to about 0.1.

Because there is no detectable within-variable correlated error in

the nonblack models, and the parameter· in the black models is of marginal

statistical significance, we are reluctant to accept an estimate as high

as 0.4. Our solution is to assume. that within-variable error correlation

(contamination that occurs across measurement occasion) is no larger than

the largest within-occasion error correlation (contamination that occurs

at a single occasion). Consequently, in Model G and Model H we fix the

within-variable error correlation at 0.2 •.

In Model G we also eliminate the statistically and substantively in

significant within-occasion correlated errors. What remain are within

occasion correlated errors involving four pairs of variables (see Table 7) •.

Response errors among OCGQ reports of FE and ED and errors among OCGR

reports of the same two variables are estimated to be correlated at 0.09. A

correlation of 0.12 is estimated among errors in PI and 01 in both the OCGQ

'and OCGR instruments, and a correlation of 0.15 is estimated among errors

in ED and 01 reports in those instruments. Finally, after' examining re

siduals from the correlations implied by the model and experimenting with

different error correlations, we estimated a correlation of 0.29 among

errors in the OCGQ reports of FO and 01, but not iu the OCGR reports. That

is, to the degree that Model G accurately represents the pattern of response

errors of black respondents, it suggests a tendency for blacks to over-
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tionna~:r,~aJ:'ld th~ OCGR telephQne re;Ln:teltview. Tl,1ell\od~la.l!?Qe;ug.!~e~tsa.

tenden-:Y for b:L.a~;k§ to overstate the consis.ten.cy of th.eir father'.s jo'l:)

in the OCGR interv·iew,.

'rhe A. . slope co~ff:Lcients are more likely to depart from 1,0 in the1.J . .

models estimated for blac~s. Under ijodel G,.only A22 and AS2 are est±mated

to pe within one stanclard error of 1.0. In .Model Ii, these two sJ,;QPJ:~s ar,e

constrained to eqUal 1.0, increasing the chi-Square value byogly 0.69.

Estima.tes of within-occasion error correlations are essentiallY the same

as those estimated from Model G and are presented in Table 7. While Model

H,our final measurement model for blacks, provides a statistically better

repre~entat:ion of the pattern of response error than the random error model,

the fit is rather poor compared to the successful fit we were able to obtain

7for nonblacks. Consequently, our interpreta.tions should be considered less

definitive than those of the model for nonblacks due to the likelihood of

substantial misspecification of our measurement model for blacks.

Estimates of the measurement error parameters for Model H, the final

model for blacks, appear in columns 3 through 5 of Table 6 a.nd in Table 7.

As with the nonblack model, error standard deviations of the remeasurement

interview reports are uniformly smaller than those of the OCG questionnaire

reports (colu~ 3 of Table 6). Again, error standard deviations for vari-

iables measured in the DUncan SEI metric, FO, 01, and OC, are near 10.0,

showing some stability across variables and populations. Since blacks

exhibit less total variation on these variables, the same amount of error



TABLE 6 Observed moments and measurement.model parameter estimates: black males in ~heexperiencedcivilianlabor force, March
i973 (N = 348)

Variable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

True

T
i

FO

FE

PI

ED

01

OC

Observed

X
ij

Xu
x12

X21x 22

x3lx
32

X4lx42x
43

x5lx52

X
62

A
63

Mean

llij

16.62
17.39

6.65
6.75

3.42
3.45

10.40
10.56
10.50

21.14·
21.22

25.77
26.15

Observed
Std. Dev.

a
x
ij

13.45
14.75

4.03
3.89

0.43
0.43

3.69
3.32 .
3.35

18.78
19.19

19.37
20.74

Std. Dev.
of Errora

a
e
ij

9.97 (.46)
8.38 (.79)

1. 44 (.10)
1.10 (.14)

0.23 (.02)
0.13 (.04)

1.44 (.07)
0.79 (.09)
1.50 (.07)

10.20 (.60)
10.09 (.59)

10.68 (.69)
10.30 (.82)

Std. Dev.
of True
Score

aT
i

9.02

3.'74

0.37

3.00

16.16

18.00

Re1at1ve
Slope

\j

1.00
1.34 (.12)

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.12 {.07)

1.13 (.04)
L08 (.04)
1.00

1.00
1.00

0.90 (.06)
1.00

ReliabilitYbCoefficient

(a 2 /a2 ),,2
,Ti Xii ij

.45

.68

.86

.92

.74

.93

.85
.. 95
.80

.74

.71

.70

.75

Test-Retest
Correlations

Px
il

,x
i2

.64

.92

.84

.9le

.77

.72d

Coding Re
liability

Pxi1 ,xil '

.88

.98

.98

.98

.93

Percent
of Cases
with Data
Present

93
92

90
88

89
88

94
96

100e

89
94

100e
·lOOe

N
'-J

aApproximate standard errors of parameter estimates appear in parentheses.

bThese coefficients are squared "vaiidity coefficients." . They have approximate standard errors on· the order of 0.05.

cp = .82, P = .87.
x4l ,x43 x42 ,x43

dThis quantity is p . , the correlation between SEI scores of reports of March 1973 occupation and Fall 1973 occupation.x
62

,x
63

.

~iSsing va1u~s have been allocated for NA cases.



TABLE 7 -- Estima{tes of notlz'eroco.f'relat±ons amo'itg mea:s'tiremen:t "errors: 'OCGR sUDsampl'eoI 1Jlackinal'es in
the experienced '~i\TJ.1iafl lahor torc'e, :Marc'h 1'97.3 '(N ':= 34'8)

".~"'.:';"'; .•->.

Error term,

l. FO ell
e
l2

2. FE e
21

e
22

3. PI e
31

e 32

4. ED e 41
e

42
e

43

5. 01 aSl
a

S2

6:•. QC e
62

a
63

(1)

ell

0.20a

0.29'

e l2

'(2)

'eQl

a.20a

0.09

e22

0.09

'(3)

e 31

0.208;

0.12'

e32 -

O.r12

~41

O
·,,·a

~2Q

0.15
-'--

'(4)

e42

0'.15'

a43

(5)

\:151

6V}J.l

eS2

{6)

e~2 e63

~ -
Nl
6b

Note: aThas'e, correlations a~e specified to be fixed at O. id.
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variation results in lower reliability coefficients. Indeed, blacks exhibit

less true variation (column 4) than nonblacks on all variables except edu

cational attainment (ED), and this, together with somewhat higher error

variation, results in substantially lower reliabilities for blacks on most

reports (compare columns 3, 4, and 6 in Tables 5 and 6).

Different reports pf the same variables are more likely to differ in

slope coefficients for blacks as compared tononblacks. OCGR remeasurement

interview reports of FO and PI have steeper slopes than the OCGQ questionnaire

reports, while the remeasurement interview report of ED is less steep than

the questionnaire report, and the CPS report of ED has an even flatter

slope. Finally, the remeasurement interview report of current occupational

status has a flatter slope than the CPS interview report.

Coding reliability correlations (column 8 of Table 6) are slightly

lower on the average for blacks (except for ED). This is probably due to

restricted variance among blacks, but for variables in the Duncan SEI metric

it may indicate that blacks tend to be in occupations and industries that

are more difficult to code or that blacks tend to provide less detail in

their responses to the occupation and industry questions.

We have evidence that the structure of response error among blacks is

more complex than that for nonblacks in a number of ways~ First, while a

simple random error structure is adequate to account for nonblack responses,

we have been less successful in fitting a structure to the pattern of black

responses. Our best-fitting model suggests that there is correlation of

response errors among blacks both within and between measurement occasions,

and that the variation attributable to measurement errors is larger among

blacks. Relative slopes of observed reports on true scores are also more

likely to differ across instruments for blacks. Clearly these findings
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Incorvorating t,he Structure of Measurement. Error into a Basic Model
, .." ·of the Intergenerational Transmission of Status

In this s,e,ct:ion we assess the effects of measurement error on the

su1:>stant.iye. portion of the model for n.onblacks and blacks in the full CPS-

OCGQ basic f.ile salllple.. Tables 8 ,and 9 present observed (uncorrelated)

and cor;rected cprrelations, means, and standard deviations for 25,223

nonblacks in the ful;1. sample'.; Tables 10 and 11 present the corresponding

fig1.lre ;Ear 2,020 lllacks. Corrected moments are obtained by applying measure-

me)jlt model parameters (Model F for nonblacks, Model H for blacks) estimated

from the remeaS'\:lre.ment samples to the observed llloments from 'the full CPS-

OCGQ sarop1,.ef;l. Comparisons of obs:erved means and standard deviations for

the full sample (Tl;Lbles 8 and 10) with the corres;ponding quantities in the

re.meaSurement program subsampIe (Tables 2 and 3) for t=.ach racial group

revea;Lno la;rge or systematic biases in the composition of the remeasu+,ement

subsalllPl.e.,8

'l'a1:>le!il 12 and 13 pres,ent corrected and unGprrectede.stimates of struc-

tural equations CLines 1, 3, and 6 of each ta.b1e) and reduce4-form ,equations

(lines 1, 2, 4, and 5) for nOll'blacks; Tables 14 and 15 prese.ntco;r:rel=lpol1ding

estimates for b:l,.acks. Coefficients ,are prt=.sellted in both metri,c (UI1-

st'andard;i.:i;:ed) and staIldardized form. We shall aSsume that the population

values of a standardized coefficient of a background variable (FO, FE, or

PI) does not differ enough from zero to be substantively interesting if it

9
is estimated to be less than 0.100.
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TABLE 8 -- Uncorrected correlations, means, and standard deviations:
CPS-OCG basic file nonb1ack males 'in the experienced
civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 25,223)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
"

1. xII

2. x2i .537

3. x31 .400 .466

4.' x
43

.411 .470 .483

5~ x51 .392 .330 .293 .636

6. x63
.326 .275 .257 .571 .617

7. AGE -.174 -.297 -.248 -.210 -.067 .025

8. AGE2 .014 .026 --;027 -.095 -.114 -.142 .144

Mean 31.09 8.78 3.77 12.07 33.81 41.11 3.97 16.04

Std.dev. 22.90 4.04 0.42 3.07 24.55 24.91 1.25 14.63

NOTE: See Table , :.s= _ .._
d.cf:!..~:!.tions of vRri .<l.b les •.J- .LV-,-
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Corrected corrEiatibh~, m~ans, ahd standard deviations:
Gp:s"'OGG basic ,Hle ft6tibiack mal~§ lti. the experienced
civilian lahor fo~.':~;~r~~,1973

"., ""-'""-,,, '(N,~~".Z5';,2231","

Variable 1 2 4 5 6

1. :ItO

2. FE .612

3. PI .464 .514

4. ED .475 •.516 .539

5. 01 .469 .315 .339 .732

6. oc .391 .313 .298 .658 .737

7. AGE ..... 191 .... 309 -.264 ....221 .... 013 .027

8. A.GE2 .015 ~O03 .... 028 .....100 -.124 --.155 .144

Mean 31.09 8.18 3.77 12.07 33.81 41.11 3.91 16.04

Std.dev. 20.90 3.88 0.40 2.91 22.48 22.78 1.2.5 14.63

i~(j:;::E. See Table 1 for definitions o:f variables. Oorrelations, and
standard deviations hav~been corrected with measurement model
parameters estimated from a subsampie of"518 observations.
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TABLE 10 Uncorrected corre1ations,·means, and standard deviations:
CPS-OCG basic file black males in the experienced civilian
labor force, March 1973

(N = 2020)

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

.1- x
11

2. x21 .433

3. x31
.302 .384

4. x
43

.244 .416 .409

5. ·x
51 .252 .279 .• 277 .. 490

6. x63
.225 .284 .278 .500 .546

7. AGE- -.143 -.324 -.230 -.412 ~.145 -.109

8. AGE2 .036 0033 - ..042 -.077 -.042 -.103 .026

Mean 16.92 6.80. 3.43 10.42 21.32 25.33 . 3.81 16.06

Std.dev. 14.53 4.02 0.45 3.37 18.53 20.06 1.·25 14.72

NOTE: 'See Table 1 for definitions of variables.
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tAeLE\ ]1, ...."". Cd~rec:t'.e:& c:or.tiie'Jta't.:L6ns;,:, mea:ns::,,:and? s,ta:n:.d'a,rd; d~V:jj.a:~iQnE!':;

e:es:,-o'GG, Ba:S'iic fl:i1:£.e: "&1iSidt maille:.s' tn' t.ne' e~e~ien¢e:d; cd"$.]iap-,
JiaOQlt' £(1);I11'e',. 1Yfu.ii,ali:\ J2,~n3i)

€}1i:::i:'. 2~201l

V~fr'iab'!fe: ] 2l 3\ 4& 5', 6, 7! 8':

:11.., FO',

2'. FE' .6138:

3. PI •48·t .. 477;

4. ED .·3·74 .. 4,9'7 .5JO'

5. Ol .2'Z8· .,3i58 .339: •. 655,

6' •. Oc .3'60 .3\54 ~376 ,~651 .762

1. AGE .... 19'6 -.347 -.268' ...... 460: -.174 -.127

8:. AGE.2, .0'49 .035 -.049 -.086 -.050 - •. 120 .026 --

Mean 16. 92: 6.80 3.43- 10.42 21. 32 25.33 3. 81 16.06

Std.dev. 10. 5? 3.75 0.39 3.02 15.47 17 .21 1. 25 14. 72

NotE: See table 1 for definitions of variables. Correlations and
standard deviations have been corrected with measurement model
parameters estimated from a subsample of 348 observations.



TABLE 12" -- Corrected estimates of parameters of the stratificatiGn pro~ess: nonblaek males in the
experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 25.223)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation~

Residual Explained TotalDependent
Variable

AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R
2

a
u

a A

t at

1. ED

2. 01

-".034 -.018
(-.014)(-.092)

1.54 "-.212
(.086) (-.138)

.025
(.178)

.381
(.354)

.175
(.233)

..6"75
(.117)

2.42
(.330)

7.56
(.134)

.395

.266

2.27

19·.26

1.83

11.59

2.91

22.48

3. 01 1.73 -.110
( . 096) (-. 072)

.243 -.301 -5.94
(.226) (-.052) (-.105)

.5.57
(.722)

.581 14.55 17.14 22.48 W
l.J1

4. OC 3.35 -.283
(.184) (-.182)

.314
(.288)

.695
( .118)

8.42
(.147)

.227 20.03 10.85 22.78

5. OC

6. OC

3.. 52 -.188
(.193) (-.121)

2.65 -.132
(.146) (-.085)

.185 -.218 -4.21
(.170) (-.037) (-.b73)

.063 -.067 -1.23
(.058) (-.Oll) (-.022)

5.21
(.667)

2.42
(.309)

.502
(.495)

.496

.598

16.17

14.44

16.04

17.62

22.78

22.78

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses. Estimates of measurement error variances
are based on a.subsample of 578 observations.

*Compo~ents are eXpressed as standard deviations.
. " 2 2 2

The additive decomposition is crt = 6t + cr
u

'



TABLE 13 -- Uncorrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process: nonb1ack males in the
experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 25,223)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation*

Dependent AGE AGE2 Fa FE PI ED 01 R2 Residual Explained Total
Variable a a A

atu t

1. ED -.058 -.019 .021 .183 2.18 -- -- .337 2.50 1. 78 3.07
(-.024) (-.092) (.160) (.241) (.299)

2. 01 1.48 -.217 •296 .895 7.53 . -- -- .204 21.90 11.09 24.55
(.075) (-.129) (.276) ( .147) (.129)

3. 01 1. 75 -.125 .194 .026 -2.83 4.76 .439 18.39 16.27 24.55 w-- C1\

(.089) (-.074) (.181) (.004) (-.049) (.595)

4. OC 3.29 -.288 .245 .888 8.06 -- -- .176 22.61 10.45 24.91
(.165) (-.169) (.225) ( .144) (.136)

5. OC 3.55 -.202 .150 .075 -1.63 4.45 -- .375 19.69 15.25 24.91
(.178) (-.119) (.138) (.012) (-.028) (.548)

6. OC 2.86 . -.153 •.074 .065 -0.52 2.58 .392 .459 18.32 16.88 24.91
(.143) (-.090) ( .,068) (~011) (-.009) (.318) (.387)

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. The additive decomposition is 0'2 =' 0':'+ q2.
t t u
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TABLE 14 Corrected estimates of parameters of the stratification p~ocess: black males in the
experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 2020)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation;

Residual Explained TotalDependent
Variable

AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R
2

a
u

aA

t at

1. ED -.689. -.015
(-.285) (-.071)

.003
(.012)

.188
(.234)

2.57
(.333)

.435 2.27 1.99 3.02

2. 01 -0.32 -.047 -.095
(-.026) (-.045) (-.065)

1.17
(.284)

8.92
(.225)

.170 14.09 6.38 15.47

3. 01 2.19 .006 -.107
(.177) ·(.005) (-.073)

.485 -0.45
(.118) (-.011)

3.65
(.712)

.457 11.40 10.46 15.47 W
-....J

4. OC 0.3.0 -.144
(.022) (-.123)

.267
(.164)

.710
(.155)

9.81
(.223)

.210 15.30 7.89 17.21

5. ·OC· 3.04 -.086
(.221) (-.074)

.254 ~.038 -0.39
(.156) (-.008) (-.009)

3.97
(.697)

.484 12.36 11.97 17 .21

6. OC 1.65 -.089
(.120) (-.077)

.322 -.347 -0.11
(.198) (-.076) (-.002)

1.65
(.290)

.636
(.572)

.662 10.01 14.00 17.21

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses. Estimates of measurement error variances are
based on a subsamp1e of 348 observations.

*Componertts are expressed as standard geviations. The additive decomposition is 0; = 2 2
0"" + r:J •

t 11



TABLE 15 -- Uncorrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process: black males in the
experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 2(20)

Predetermined Variables Cbmponents of Variation*

Residual Explained TotalDependent
Variable

AGE AGEZ Fa FE PI ED 01 R2

cr
u

cr'"
t. crt

1.

2.

ED

01

-.748 -.016
(-.278) (-.068)

-0.57 -.055
(-.039) (-.043)

.009
(.038)

.171
(.134)

.182
( .217)

.666
(.144)

1.84
(.248)

6.95
(.170)

.320

.129

2.78

17.29

1.91

6.66

3 ..37

18.53

3. 01 1.29 -.016
(.087) (-.013)

.149
(.117)

.213
(.046)

2.37
(.058)

2.49
(.454)

.268 15.85 9.59 18.53 lA
(»

4. DC 0.10 - .143 .137 .893 7.80
(.064) (-.105) (.099) (.179) (.176)

.132 18.69 7.29 20.06

5. DC 2.23 -.099
(.139) (-.073)

.111 .378 2.59 2.84
(.081) (.076) (.058) (.476)

.287 16.93 10.75 20.06

6. DC 1.71 -.093
(.106) (-.068)

.052
(.037)

.292
(.059)

1.63
(.037)

1.83
(.308)

.402
(.372)

.388 15.69 12 ..50 20.06.

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. 2 2. 2The additive decomposition is crt = cr'". + cr' •
. t U
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First,we shall examine the corrected estimates for nonb1acks in Table

12, obtained by applying least-squares regression to the corrected moments

in Table 9. The reduced-form equations (lines 1, 2, and 4) reveal that

the background variables FO, FE, and PI affect each aspect of socioeconomic

achievement. Together with the age variables, t~ey account for about two-

fifths of the variance in educational attainment and about one-fourth of the

variance in statuses of first and current occupations of nonb1acks. The

standardized reduced-form coefficients reveal that parental income (PI)

has the strongest relative impact on educational attainment (ED), while

father ~ occupational status (FO) has the largest effect on the two occu

pational statuses (01 and Oe). It appears that the OeG questionnaire item

assessing parental income is indeed capturing a dimension of socioeconomic

background that contributes to variation in socioeconomic achievements" net

of the more conventional measures of social origins.

Educational attainment (ED) completely mediates net advantages in occu

pational status due to FE and PI (compare lines 2 with 3, and lines 4 with

5). That is, educational advantages (or disadvantages) account for the

influence of father's education and parental income on a man's occupational

standing. In contrast, the effect of father's occupational status on

schooling accounts for less than one-half of its influence on the status of

son's first or current occupation. The ,direct influence of father's occupa

tional status (FO) on son's status is about·, one-fourth of an SEI point for

each point of FO in the 01 equation (3) .and about one-sixth of a point for

each point of FO in the oe equation (5). The effects of a year of school

ing are about 5.6 SEI points in status of.first job and about 5.2 SEI points

in status of 1973 job. Adding educational attainment more than doubles the

proportion of variance explained (R2) in both the 01 and oe equations.
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Ente):'in~ status of first Job into the equation for current occupational

s'!:at1)S reduces the effect of educational attainment on current occupational

status by a factor of IDQre than one..o.alf (compare lines 5 and 6). That is,

more than one~half of the effect of schooling on current occupational stand-

ing reflects the payoff tQ schooling in selection of the first job, but school-

ing also directly affects Qne's standing later in the occupational career.

The st~bilityof oc:;cupational status is about one-half of one SEl point of

current status for each SEl point of first job status. None of the socia~

background factors appears to affect current occupational standing except by

way at: schooling and first jobs. Overall, background and educational attain-

ment account for about 60 percent of the variance in status of first job and

about 9) percent of the variance in status of current job.

Table l~ presents an analogous set of estimated coefficients, which

are based on direct application of least squares to the observed full CPS-

OCGQ sample moments of Table 8, ignoring response error. First we compare

the variation in each dependent variable in Tables 12 and 13. The confounding

of measurement error with true variation results in a 5 percent overstatement

. of the total variation, at' in educational attainment and a 9 percent over

statement of the variation in first and current job status. Residual var-

iation, 0 , which includes measurement errors in the dependent variables in
u

Table 13, is overestimated by 10 percent in the ED equation and by 13 to 27

percent in the 01 and OC equations. Explained variation in the dependent

variables, OA, is underestimated by 3 to 8 percent in each equation in Table 13.
t

Thus, if we ignore measurement error, we slightly overstate the total amount

of socioeconomic inequality and we slightly understate the inequality that

is attributable to variation in socioeconomic background and educational

attainment. The naive estimates substantially overestimate the amount of
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unexplained, or conditional, socioeconomic inequality. In all there is a

2
15 percent underestimate of the proportion of variance explained (R ) in

ED, and a 20 to 24 percent underestimate of the proportion of variance

explained in 01 and OC.

The estimated effects of paternal education (FE) are nearly unaffected

by correction for measurement error (the uncorrected estimates overstate

its reduced-form effects), but there appear to be substantial downward

biases in the estimated reduced-form coefficients of the other social

background variables. The reduced-form effects of father's occupational

status (FO) are underestimated by 16 to 22 percent and·those of parental income

(PI) are underestimated by abdut 10 percent in the ED reduced-form equation.

Father's occupational status is the only social background variable to have

nontrivial effects on first and current job status net of education (lines

3 and 5), and the uncorrected estimates of these effects are about 20 percent

lower than the corrected estimates (but the bias disappears when zero

restrictions are imposed on the FE and PI coefficients in equations 3 and

5; see appendix Tables 5 and 6).

The uncorrected estimates understate the effect of one year of schooling.

(ED) on status of first job (01) by 15 percent. The schooling coefficient

is'biased by about the same amount in the case of current occupational status

(line 5 in Tables 12 and 13). In equation 6, the effect of status of first

job on current occupational status is underestimated by 22 percent, while

the effect of schooling is overestimated by 7 percent.

To summarize our results for nonblack males, ignoring measurement

errors result in modest biases (10 to 20 percent) in the reduced -form

effects of two of the three background variables --father' S occupational,

status and parental family income. That is, we understate the effects of
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these two variab);esbfieatica1:'J.onala:tta.'ihmen'tanclthelr ·effectson,f~irst

and current ~ob status astrah§fu':Ltted byyears6fscb:ooling.

Though fiat to 'the samea~gteetnii?astlreme'ft't:: ,at'rot'. 'also reciuces estimated

returnstoschbbling net of sbclalbackgroUt'ld. Not'e that theaownwai'd bias

in the schooling coefficient cbti'trlbutestb t11e downward 'bias in the redticed

£orm effects b£ background varaables. The latgestsingle dHference bjM~ween

the correctedatid. uncorrected structural coe'ffid:eftts ihvolves neither status

inheritance nor return to schooling, but is a substantial (22 percent) doWn,

ward bias in stability of occupational status within the son's career. The

other major difference between the corrected and uncorrected models is the

overstatement in the latter model of the degree to which variation in socio~

economic achievements is not determined by social background. and education.

After the effects of schooling and social background are taken into. account;

about one-quarter of the remaining variation in occupational status, which

is sometiines ascribed to luck or chance, is aCtually raIidom response error o

Table 14 gives our corrected. estimateS of structural coefficients in

the stratification model for the full dPs-ocGQ sample of black males, obtained

by applying least-squares regression to the corrected moments in Table 11.

These results ate more tentative than those for n6ii.bH.cks because of the

questionable Ht of the measurement mode1. Fur1:hetiitore, the £ui1 sample

estimates fbI' blacks are baSed upon sUbstantiallY fewer cases than those

for blacks, ahd consequently they are more susceptible to sampling errers.

However, we shall discUss Some of the larger ahd more ifit~restifig dirferences

between the structural coefficients £d~ blacks and those for rtdfibiacks

(reported in Table 12). FitEit, thete :l.S'E!sseiitial1y no d.ifec:t transmission

of advantage d.ue to father's occupational status (FO) in the case 6f edilca~

tional attairtment (~b) or st~tus of first jab (dl) among blacks. H6weVef~
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net of education, father's occupational status has more influence upon the

black respondent's current occupational status (OC) than upon white respond

ents'occupational status (.254 versus .185 in equation 5 and .322 versus

10
.063 in equation 6). The effect of father's education on status of son's

first job is greater among blacks than whites, and this difference persists

when the influence of father's on son's schooling is controlled (lines 2

and 3 in Tables 14 and 12). In the case of educational attainment and

current occupational status there is greater similarity between the races

in the effects of father's education. There is substantial similarity

between the races in the effect of parental income on each measure of

achievement.

Blacks obtain first jobs whose status is 3.65 SEl points higher for

each year of schooling and current jobs whose status iSl 3.97 points higher

for each year of schooling. The effect of educational attainment on status

of the first job is 66 percent as large among black as among white men,

and the effect of schooling on current occupational status is 76 percent

as large (lines 3 and 5 of Tables 14 and 12). At the same time, the stability

of occupational status from first to current jobs is 27 percent greater

among blacks than among whites. If blacks are more likely to persist in

jobs of the same status, they are less likely than whites to gain or lose

status after the first job as a result of their schooling. Net of background

and the status of first job and the effect of. schooling on current occupational

status is 68 percent larger among whites than among blacks (line 6).

In the corrected data there is only a small difference in the vari-

ability in schooling among black and white men. The estimate of residual

variation, cr , is the same, 2.27 years,however, the variability in schooling
u

attributable to social background is 9 percent greater among black than
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amoIig, nort1.5J.adk men;, and this 1S reflected frt 0't; the tot'al var:i!.a:tfon 0\£

8'chddlirtg:. At the same time" none of the components of s,tatus, of tlite

,.
the corr'eSpotid:tng compoitertt of variation among nonblack m~n. That is,

there is Stihstant1ally less variability in the occupational status of

black meIi than in the status of white men that can be attributed to social

background of schooling; and there is substantially less variability in

the occupational status of black men conditional on social background or

schooling. For example, the variation in status of first job among black

men that is eXplained by social background is 6038 points on the Duncan scale,

or only 55 percent of the corresponding component of variation among non-

black men (see aA in line 2 of Tables 14 and 12). Similarly, the variation
t

in first job status that is explained by social background and schooling

is only 61 percent as large' ,among;.:black as among nonb1ack men. These are

the two most extr~e comparisons between the races, and in other cases the

components of variation are 70 to 75 percent as large among black as among'

nonbiack men.

While there is less variation in occupational status among black than

among white men, and while black occupational attainments are less dependent

upon social background than are the attai~ents of whites, black men are

also iess able to translate the advantages of additional schooling into

higher occupational attainments. Relative to whites, black men live under

a perverse regime of equality of opportunity and of results in the world of

work. The constraining influence of social background is not as great

among blacks as among whites, but neither are educational attainments as

easily translated into occupational status, and the range of job opportun-

ities for men of equal background and schooling is less in the black than

in the nonblack population.
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Table 15 gives uncorrected estimates of parameters of the achievement

process in the OCG sample of black men in the experienced civilian labor

force. The consequences of ignoring measurement error appear to be greater

in the case of black than in the case of nonblack men. For example, there

is a downward bias of about 30 percent in the effect of schooling on the

status of first and of current occupation (compare line 3 and line 5 of

Table 14 with the corresponding lines in Table 15). Intragenerational sta

bility of occupational status is underestimated by 37 percent in Table 15

(line 6).

In the three reduced-form equations (lines 1, 2, and 4) the uncorrected

effects of parental income are about 20 to 30 percent lower than the corrected

estimates. There is essentially no difference in the effect of father's

education on son's education in the corrected and uncorrected equations,

however, the effect of father's education on the status of first job is

substantially understated in the uncorrected equations, and the effect of

father's education is substantially overstated in the uncorrected equations

for current occupational status. The pattern is the opposite in the case

of father's occupational status. The corrected and uncorrected effects of

father's occupational status on son's educational attainment are both virtually

zero, but the uncorrected estimates overstate the influence of father's

occupational st~ding on son's first occupation and understate its influence

on the status of son's current occupation. These sharp changes are attri

butable to within-occasion correlated error in the measurement model for

black men.

Measurement error variation is larger relative to true variation among

black men. Consequently, the uncorrected measures of variation substantially
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overstate the amount of inequality in the dependent variables, and especially

the component of variation that is conditional upon social background or

schooling. For example, in the structural equations of the model (lines

1, 3, and 6 of Tables 14 and 15), the residual variation, a , in the un
u

corrected data is overestimated by 22 percent in the case of educational

attainment, 39 percent for status of first job, and 57 percent for status

of current occupation. In the uncorrected model,. we underestimate the ex-

plained variation, at' in each dependent measure by 4 to 10 percent (except

in the reduced-form equation for status of first occupation). As a con-

sequence of the upward bias in the residual variation and the downward bias

in the explained variation when measurement errors are ignored~ in the black

'sample the proportions of variance explained (R2) are substantially lower

in the uncorrected than in the corrected estimates.

It is not necessary to describe in detail uncorrected comparisons

between the black and nonblack models of the stratification process, since,
these comparisons are implicit in the preceding discussiono Since the

biases in structural and reduced-form coefficients are larger among black

than among nonblack men, the uncorrected racial comparisons show unrealistically

large differences between the races in the effects of social background and

schooling. At the same time, the larger error variation among black responses

leads to an understatement of racial differences in total and conditional:

variation in occupational attainment.

To summarize our results for black males, the pattern of apparent

biases is similar to that of nonblacks, but the magnitude of biases are

substantially greater. U~corrected estimates of several reduced-form

effects of background vari~~blesare 22 to 49 percent lower than the corrected

estimates. Apparent biases in the transmission of occupational status from
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father to son, net of educational attainment, are even greater. Uncorrected

estimates of occupational returns to schooling are about 30 percent of the

corrected estimates. As we found for nonblacks, residual variation in

achievement variables, inequality not attributable to variation in back-

ground characteristics, is consistently overestimated when measurement

error is ignored, by 22 to 57 percent for blacks. Because biases are greater

among blacks, ignoring measurement error exaggerates the advantages of non-

blacks in converting educational attainments into occupational achievements

and underestimates the degree to'which there is less variation among blacks

in occupational attainments independent of social origins than among non

11blacks.

Conclusions: Measurement Errors in Models of the Intergenerational

Transmission of Socioeconomic Status

Several sociologists and economists have noted possible biases in

effects of social background and' schooling when intergenerational models

of the stratification process are based on retrospective survey reports

of status variables. The prevailing view has been that effects of social

background are biased downward by errors in retrospective reports. Conse-

quently, effects of schooling are biased upward, at least relative to those

of social background. But research on these biases has been inconclusive

because appropriate data and statistical models have not been available.

Using data from the remeasurement program of the 1973 Occupational Changes

in a Generation-II Survey, we have overcome some of these shortcomings by

estimating and testing comprehensive structural models that incorporate both

random and ~onrandom response errors.
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for blacks, our assessment of these biases must be regarded as tentative.

Occupational returns to schooling appear to be biased downward by about 30

percent, and bias appears to be even larger in the uncorrected estimate of

intragenerational stability of occupational status among blacks. Because

of the differing structures of resnonse error among black and nonblack men t

ignoring those structures leads to an exaggeration of black-nonblack differ

ences in occunational returns to schooling and to an understatement of racial

differences in total and conditional inequality of occupational attainment.

What do our results suggest about the intergenerational transmission of

socioeconomic inequality in the United States? They demonstrate that by

ignoring measurement error we have been systematically underestimating

the degree to which schooling is converted into occupational "Successes, by

about 15 percent for nonblacks, and probably by much more than that for blacks.

However, there are two social forces generating the distribution of schooling:

circumstances of birth and "meritocratic" sources independent of social origins.

In our models that ignore measurement error, we have been overestimating the

contribution of the second force by at least as much as we have been under

estimating the contribution of the first source. While previous writers

in the debate about the intergenerational transmission of socioeconomic

status and the impact of measurement error bias have been somewhat negligent

in specifying exactly which parameters of the stratification nrocess are

imnortant and how much bias in these parameters can be called "substantial,"

it appears that our results lend conclusive evidence neither to those who

have argued that the effects of response errors are trivial, nor to those

who have argued that the effects are substantial. If nothing..else, our

results have removed the debate from the realm of speculation and hypothetical

data toward the realm of empirical evidence.
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Finally" we have........especially Iot"nonhlat'ks--:made :ava.iiabi~ for the tttst

time a set of parameters thatc'har:actet!:ze the mea'surement:bf six s'('rcf.6

economic variables when specific meMu:d:ng in.stfutitencSare -appl.:f:ed tb

specific populations. However, a caut'iouary note is in o'tder. '(mf d'ata

were collected as part of a carefully designed and instrumented study that

uses the resources~ personnel, and procedures of the u.s. BUreaU of the

Census. It may be inappropriate to apply our estimates of measute~ent

parameters to data obtained using instruments and procedures that differ

from those of the DCG-II Survey. Indeed, within this survey and for a

given population, nonblack males ages 20 to 65 in the expetietteed civilian

labor force of March 1973, we have estimated reliability coefficients for

our three measures of educational attainment, (OCGQ, CPS, and bCGR) as

varied as .70, .89, and .96. ~he coefficients for educational attainment

estimated by Siegel and Hodge [1968] have certainly been applied to data

sets employing instruments to measure education, which are considerablY

more diverse than the three instrtiIlients used in the bCG-i.I Survey. we

hope that out results make clear the need for careful consideration and

restraint in the Hborrowing ll of measurement model parameters.
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TABLE Al -- Corrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process: nonb1ack males in the
experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(Remeasurement Subsamp1e, N = 578)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation*

Dependent AGE AGE2 Fa FE PI ED 01 R2 Residual Explained Total
Variable a a" atu t

1. ED .008 -.016 .021 .168 2.25 -- -- .387 2.12 1.69 2.71
(.004) (-.082) (.174) (.250) (.317)

2. 01 1.86 -.262 .366 .215 13.1 -- -- .292 18.91 12.14 22.47
(.099) (-.160) (.365) (.038) (.222)

3. 01 1.81 -.173 .249 -.724 0.53 5.59 .570 14.73 16.96 22.47 lJ1-- N

(.096) (- .105) (.248) (-.130) (.009) (.673)

4. OC 3.96 -.268 .348 .549 10.8 -- -- .272 19.72 12.05 23.11
(.204) (-.159) (.337) (.096) (.178)

5. OC 3.92 -.182 .236 -.352 -1.24 5.37 -- .513 16.12 16.55 23.11
(.201) (- .107) (.228) (-.061) (-.021) (.627)

6. OC 3.04 -.098 .115 -.002 -1.50 2.66 .484 .608 14.47 18.02 23.11
(.156) (-.058) (.111) (-.000) (-.025) (.311) (.470)

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. The additive decomposition is ~2 = cr: + cr2
.t t u
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TABLE A2 -- Uncorrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process: nonb1ack males in
the experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(Remeasurement Subsamp1e, N = 578)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation*
-/

Dependent AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R2 Residual Explained Total
Variable cr cr" cru t t

l. ED -.027 -.016 .018 .164 2.13 -- -- .329 2.35 1.65 2.87
(-.011) (-.077) (.152) (.239) (.304)

2. 01 1. 75 -.232 .294 .224 14.9 -- -- .228 21. 71 11.80 24.71
(.084) (-.129) (.289) (.038) (.248)

3. 01 1.89 -.152 .206 -.586 4.40 4.95 -- .450 18.33 16.58 24.71 U1
w

(.091) (-.084) (.202) (-.099) (.073) (.575)

4. OC 3.83 -.281 .261 .710 11.4 -- -- .208 22.43 11.50 25.21
(.181) - (-.153) (.251) ( .118) (.185)

5. OC 3.95 -.209 .181 -.017 1.93 4.45 -- .380 19.85 15.54 25.21
(.186) (-.114) (.175) (-.003) (.031) (.506)

6. OC 3.21 -.150 .101 .213 0.20 2.50 .393 .462 18.49 17.14 25.21
(.151) (-.081) (.097) (.035) (.003) (.285) (.385)

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. The additive decomposition is 0
2 = o~ + 0

2•
t t t



TABLE A3 -- Corrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process: black males i~ the
experienced civilian labor force~ March 1973

(Remeasurement Subsamp1e, N = 348)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variatio~
..,

Dependent AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R
2 Residual Explained Total

Variable cr cr" crtu t

1. ED -.532 .003 -.032 .242 2.66 -- -- .339 2.44 1. 75 3.00
(-.236) (.016) (-.097) (.302) (.328)

2. 01 0.61 -.021 .353 .490 10.2 -- -- .190 14.54 7.04 16.16
(.050) (-.020) (.197) (.113) (.234)

3. 01 2.31 -.031 .456 -.279 1. 75 3.18 .421 12.30 10.49 16.16
,\J1-- ~

(.190) (-.030) (.255) (-.065) (.040) (.591)

4. DC 1.00 -.156 .446 .943 9.73 -- -- .261 15.47 9.20 18.00
(.074) (-.137) (.223) (.196) (.200)

5. DC 3.03 -.168 .569 .020 -0.41 3.81 -- .528 12.37 13.08 18.00
(.224) (- .147) (.285) (.004) (-.008) (.636)

6. OC 1.86 -.152 .337 .162 -1.30 2.19 .510 .649 10.66 14.50 18..00
(.137) (- .133) (.169) (.034) (-.027) (.365) (.458)

.NOTE: Standardized coefficient's appear in parentheses ..

*Components are expressed as standard deviations .. The additive decomposition is cr
2 = ~~ + ~2.
t t U
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TABLE A4 -- Uncorrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process: black males in the
experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(Remeasurement Subsamp1e. N = 348)

Predetermined Variables Components of y~riation*

Dependent AGE AGE2 Fa FE PI ED 01 R2 Residual Explained Total
Variable

(J (J" (J
u t t

1. ED -.553 .001 -.007 .216 2.12 -- -- .277 2.85 1. 76 3.35
(-.219) (.005) (-.029) (.260) (.272)

2. 01 0.55 -.023 .277 .673 8.10 -- -- .147 17.34 7.20 18.78
(.039) (-.019). (.198) (.144) (.185)

IJ1

3. 01 1.95 -.026 .295 .127 2.76 2.52 -- .293 15.79 10.17 18.78 IJ1

(.138) (-.021) (.211) (.027) (.063) (.450)

4. DC 0.84 -.152 .028 1.47 8.39 -- -- .155 19.07 8.16 20.74
(.054) (-.116) (.018) (.286) (.174)

5 .. DC 2.47 -.156 .049 .832 2.15 2.95 -- .319 17.12 11.71 20.74
(.159) (-.118) (.032) (.162) (.045) (.476)

6. bc 1.77 -.147 -.057 .787 1.16 2.04 3.61 .395 16.13 13.03 20.74
(.114) (-.111) (-.037) ( .153) (.024) (.329) (.327)

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. . " 2 2 2
The additive decompos1tion 1S 0 = OA +:ou

t t·



NOTE: Standardiz,ed coefficients appear in parentheses. Estimates of measurement error variances
are based on a subsample of 578 observations.

*Components are expressed as standard devia~ions. The additi~e·decompositionis o~ = o~ + 0
2

,t t u.

"
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TABLE A6 -- Uncorrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process (subject to zero
restrictions): nonb1ack males in the experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 25,223)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation*
--

Dependent AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R2 Residual Exp1qined Total
Variable cr cr~ crtu t

1. ED -.058 -.019 .021 .183 2.18 -- -- .337 2.50 1. 78 3.07
(-.024) (-.092) (.160) (.241) (.299)

2. 01 i.60 -.214 .281 .845 10.1 -- -- .216 21. 74 11.41 24.55
(.081) (- .128) (.264) ( .139) ( .173)

3. 01 1.87 -.126 .184 -- -- 4.62 -- .437 18.42 ·16.23 24.55
(.095) (-.075) (.172) (.578) \J1

'-J

4. OC 3.32 -.285 .241 .804 9.58 -- -- .180 22.56 10.57 24.91
(.167) (- .168) (.223) (.131) (.162)

5. OC 3.58 -.201 .148 -- -- 4.39 -- .375 19.69 15.25 24.91
(.179) (-.118) ( .136) (.541)

6. OC 2.84 -.152 .076 -- . -- 2.58 .393 .459 18.32 16.88 24.91
(.143) (-.089) (.070) (.318) (.387)

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in pa~entheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. The additive decomposition is 0
2 = 0: + 0

2•. t t u



TABLE A7 -- Corrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process (subject to zero
restrictions): black males in the experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 2020)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variation#'~<
!

Residual Explained TotalDependent
Variable AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R2

CI
u

CI"
t CIt

1.

2.

ED

01

-.688 -.014
(-.285) (-.071)

-.340 -.047
(-.027) (-.047)

.194
(.241)

.984
(.239)

2.59
(.335)

9.30
(.234.)

.434

.176

2.27

14.04

1.99

6.49

3.02

15.47

3. 01 2.13
(.172)

.003
(.003)

.288
(.070)

3.59
(.700)

.453 11.44 10.41 15.47
IJl
00

4. OC

5. OC

6. OC

.506 -.145
(.037) (-.125)

3.14 -.091
(.228) {- •. 077)

1.80 -.093
(.131) (-.079)

.257
(.158)

.257
( .158)

.257
(.158)

.923
(.201)

.181
(.040)

9.91
(.225)

3.82
(.671)

1.57
(.276)

.628
(.564)

.230

.485

.659

15.10

12.35

10.05

8.25

11.99

13.97

17.21

17.21

17.21

NOTE: Standardi~ed coefficients appear in parentheses. Estimates of measurement error
variances are based on a subsamp1e of 348 observations.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations. 222The additive decomposition is a = a~ + a •
t t u
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TABLE A8 -- Uncorrected estimates of parameters of the stratification process (subject to zero
restrictions): black males in the experienced civilian labor force, March 1973

(N = 2020)

Predetermined Variables Components of Variatiort*

Dependent AGE AGE2 FO FE PI ED 01 R2 Residual Explained Total
Variable a a A

atu t

1. ED -.747 -.015 -- .194 1.88 -- -- .319 2.78 1.90 3.37
(-.277) (-.067)" (.231) (.254)

2. 01 -0.87 -.055 .185 .518 " 5.02 -- -- .104 17.54 5.98 18.53
(.:...058) (-.044) (.145) (.112) (.123)

3. 01 1.12 -.015 .185 2.67 .264 15.90
I.n-- -- -- 9.52 18.53 \0

(.076) (-.012) ( .14"5) (.485)

4. OC -0.08 -.144 .076 .990 5.62 -- -- .107 18.96 6.56 20.06
(-.005) (-.106) "(.055) ( .198) (.128)

5. OC 2.15 -.099 .076 .410 -- 2.99 -- .279 17.03 10.60 20.06
(.134) (-.072) (.055) (. 082~ (.502)

6. OC 1.69 -.093 -- .410 -- 1.89 ".411 .385 15.73 12.45 20.06
(.105) (-.068) (.082) (.318) (.380)

NOTE: Standardized coefficients appear in parentheses.

*Components are expressed as standard deviations.
222The additive decomposition is a = a~ + a
t t" 11.
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NOTES

1The OCG parental income item states:' 'When you were about 16 years old,
what was your family's annual income?" The fourteen possible responses were:

No income (or loss),
$1-499,
$500-999,
$1,000-1,999,
$2,000-2,999,
$3,000-3,999,
$4,000-4,999,
$5,000-5,999,
$6,000-6,999,
$7,000-7,999,
$8,000-8,999,
$9,000-9,999,
$10,000-14,999,
$15,000 or more.

After examining plots of occupational status of first and current job
and educational attainment by parental income category we determined that
a logarithmic function of parental income was the appropriate functional
form relating it to the achievement variables. The first two categories
were collapsed and midpoints of intervals'were used. A value of $19,750
was assigned to the open-ended category on the basis of a canonical
analysis with ED, 01 and OC as criterion variables. Responses to pretest
probes and plots of achievement variables by parental income categories
by ten-year age cohorts clearly indicated that respondents tended not to
adjust their responses to current dollars. Therefore, the dollar midpoint
responses were adjusted by a four-year moving average of the Consumer
Price Index, with the four years weighted to reflect the uncertainty in
determining the exact year of birth from age in March 1973. The final scale
was computed as the logarithm (base 10) of the price adjusted dollar
category midpoints. Our scaling procedure explicitly attempted to maximize
correlations between parental income and statuses of the respondent. As
a consequence, intergenerational (father-son) correlations between PI and
ED are larger than intragenerational (father's generation) correlations
between PI and both FO and FE (Tables 8 through 11).

2Figure 2 shows the most general (least restricted) model that we
estimated for each racial group. Ultimately, we eliminated some of
the correlations among reporting errors.

3Another way of stating this normalization is that only the ratio of
the slopes is identifiable. A more common normalization is to assume unit
variances of true scores. However, this normalization does not allow
the computation of metric coefficients relating unobservables. Error
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variances and reliabilities (squared true score-observed correlations)
are invariant with respect to normalization, although true score variances
(and structural coefficients) do depend on which A•• are fixed to unity.

~J

4Again we have an indeterminancy in the slope of the conditional
expectation function of the observed score given true score~ and we
assume that the measures included in the full sample models define the
true score metrics. That is, in our models for the full CPS-OCGQ samples
we aSSume all such slopes to be unity. Since all of our metrics~ except
perhaps that of educational attainment~ are to some degree arbitrary, it
seems reasona.ble to normaltze by taking the observed metrics as the
standard. While our f:Lndings do suggest some relative differences in slope
coefficients correspond to lltr1..,,~lV metrics. .._-_._--

c.,
-Sinee the mean vec.tm~ is not r:cst'dcted by the modeL, the samp1f:

means provide the maximum .Likell.hood estimates of the tTue sc.ore means.

( ..
·J'Th.e Bu.",cGUU of tIle. Cel).fJl18 1.1S0S th.c~ ~ul1ot· {lecltUW t~~c.~ ..~.r-:.:L¢TP.~ i"n alloc8.t(~

nonre.sponse.~j tx!' CPS report;J, of ··,:,c.'lcation and occupatJLoD.:; ~~.nd ',Ie t.i"eat
thQse allo~atio~n.H 8.S I.·'~f3p011SesrJ A,lloca.t:.:~d n.on~('espOnS~2.8 are ftss:tgn.ed the
c'!n~er'Ved value of the last case proc.esse.d ,-7ith the sam.e age:; sex:; and race"
Thus" allocated respouseB have both fiystemat.ic and random c.omponents 0

Kl.;c:evlhere:; of course" 1:'Je a[iSume t.hat the painJise correlations accurately
i'epresent the correlations that 't-V'ould bav(-; been obtai.ned were complete
data availableo liJhiJ.e .::h:ts is an untestable assumption:; the alternatives
a.re more problematic. Replacement TtJith means rest~l.'icts varJLences and li10uld
result ill underestimates of error variances. Random allocation 't'Jould reduce
the abilJty to detect nonrandom xesponse error structure~ while systematLc
allocation 'VlOuld have the opposite effecto Omitting all cases that have
missing data would reduce the sample size by about 40 percent and probably
eliminate many of the cases with less accurate responses. Models of the
achievement process are almost always estimated from pairwise present
correlations~ and it is the response error structure in these analyses
that we are attempting to assess.

7There are factors mitigating the lack of fit among blacks in our
further application of Model H. First, the OCG samples are less efficient
than simple random samples, but we have treated (weighted) observations as
if we had a simple random salIlpleo The appropriate design factor may be as
small as .75, in which case we would not reject Model H at the .05 level.
Second, when correlations ~re computed among blacks fo~ whom data are present
on all thirteen measured Variables, the fit of measurement models improves
substantially. Model A, t~e randomerrpr model, fits quite well for the
"!istwise" black sample (X = 43.97 with 50 df; p = .7l3). Neyertheless,
the proportionate reduGtion in chi-squaTce upon enter~ng within-occasion
and within-instrument correlat~d error (Model D) is nearly the s?me as for
the "pairwise" black sample (X· = 23.88 w;i.th 34 df; l? ;:::: .902), ?nd r.e'"
stricting the black sample to cases with no missing data r.~quces the numper
of cases by 46 percent,
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8In the black remeasurement subsamples, variances of two of the
socioeconomic background variables, FO and PI, are restricted relative
to corresponding variances in the full (basic file) sample of black re
spondents. While this may suggest that selection of black remeasurement
cases is biased toward those subject to less error, comparisons of correl
ations between the black subsamp1e and full sample suggest just the oppo~

site. Correlations involving background variables are generally lower in
the remeasurement subsamp1e. The apparent complexity of the measurement
error structure for blacks precludes a more definitive assessment of se
lection bias in the remeasurement subsample.

9Standard errors of ·the corrected estimates cannot be computed, because
estimates are based upon both the full CPS-OCGQ sample and the OCGR sub
sample. The standard errors computed by least-squares regressions for the
uncorrected estimates are inappropriate because of the misspecification of
the uncorrected models. For the nonblack model, we have been able to use
the LISREL program of Joreskog and van Thil10 [1972] to estimate structural
and measurement parameters within the OCGR subsample. Statistically, we
do not reject the null hypothesis that the negligible coefficients are
all zero (constraining to zero the four coefficients for FE and PI in the
01 and OC structural equations increases the chi-square value by 7.8; p >
.05). Unfortunately, the more complex error structure in the model for
blacks precluded computation of a similar statistical test for that model.

Corrected and uncorrected estimates based entirely upon the remeasure
ment program subsamples of nonblacks (N =.578) and blacks (N = 348) appear
in appendix Tables Al through A4. Comparing estimates from these sub
sample tables to those f~om corresponding CPS-OCGQ full sample Tables 12
through 15 reveal few differences. For nonblacks (Tables AI, A2, 12 and
13), the apparent biases due to measurement error are nearly identical in
the two samples. The few large negative effects of background variables
estimated in the full CPS-OCGQ sample (e.g., the effect of PI in line 3 of
Table 12), are not evident in the subsample estimates, and conversely,
the large negative effects of background variables estimated in the subsample
(e.g., the effect of FE in line 3 of Table AI) are not evident in the
larger sample, supporting our assumption that such negative effects are
not substantially different from zero. The subsample and full sample
estimates for blacks (Tables A3, A4, 14, and 15) are based upon fewer cases
and are therefore more subject to sampling variability. In the corrected
estimates for the black subsample we detect effects of father's occupational
status upon status of first job that do not appear in the full sample
estimates (lines 2 and 3 in Table A3 and 15). Also, apparent biases due to
measurement error in the education coefficients and in the residual variation
of ED and 01 for blacks are slightly larger in the full sample computations
than in the subsample.

Corrected and uncorrected estimates with negligible effects of back
ground variables constrained to equal zero appear in appendix Tables AS and
A6 for nonblacks, A7 and A8 for blacks (based upon the full CPS-OCGQ samples).
Estimates of the structural equations were obtained from least-squares re
gressionapplied to the uncorrected and corrected moments; reduced for co
efficients were obtained algebraically from structural equations. Imposing
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the constraints has little effect on the estimates except to reduce the
apparent bias due to measurement error in the education coefficients (from
15 percent bias to 10 or 11 percent bias for nonblacks, from about 30
percent bias to 21 to 26 percent bias for blacks). The constrained estimates
for nonblacks are discussed in detail by Bielby, Hauser, and Featherman
[1976]. The estimates subject to zero restrictions, are not discussed in
the text, since doing so might confound black-nonblack comparisons in the
stratification process with the different zero restrictions imposed for
the two racial groups.

10It should be recalled that we estimated a substantial correlation
(about 0.3) between response errors in aCG reports of Fa and 01 among
black men, suggesting a tendency of respondents to overstate the consistency
of the status of first job and of fatherVs occupation. Correcting for this
tendency causes the (uncorrected) effect of Fa on 01 to disappear and also
accounts for the persisting effect of Fa on OC when 01 is introduced into
the corrected ac equation. However, the observed correlation between father-vs
occupational status and first job status among blacks is 20 percent higher
in the remeasurement subsample than in the full CPS-OCGQ san~le (.295
versus .252). We may be overestimating the amount of error correlation in
the full sample, and consequently underestimating the net effect of Fa on
01. Note that within the black remeasurement subsample (appendix Tables
A3 and A4), FO has substantial net effects of 01 in both the corrected and
uncorrected models. It should also be noted that the full black CPS-aCGQ
basic file sample :i.s less than one-tenth the size of the nonblack sample,
consequently, there is considerable sampling error in the estimates dis
cussed here.

llcomponents of mean racial differences in socioeconomic achievements
are often analyzed with the technique of indirect standardization where
means for blacks on predetermined variables are substituted into the equations
for nonblacks [Duncan, 1969; Featherman and Hauser, 1974]. While there are
conceptual reasons for standardizing this way instead of substituting non
black means into the black equations, our results suggest a methodological
reaSon as well: rhe coefficients of the nonblack equations are probably
less subject to biases due to measurement error.
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